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1. INTRODUCTION

Generalized linear models were introduced by NeIder and Wedderburn (1972) as a

means of applying techniques used in ordinary linear regression to more general settings. In

an important further extension, first considered by Wedderburn (1974), the log-likelihood

is replaced by a quasi-likelihood function, which only requires specification of a relationship

between the mean and variance of the response. There are, however, many examples where

ordinary least squares fails to produce a consistent procedure when the variance function

depends on the regression function itself so a likelihood criterion is more appropriate.

Variance functions that depend on the mean function occur in logit regression, log linear

models and constant coefficient of variation models, for example.

McCullagh and NeIder (1988) give an extensive account of the analysis of parametric

generalized linear models. A typical parametric assumption is that some transformation

of the mean of the response variable, usually called the link function, is linear in the

covariates. In ordinary regression with a single covariate, this assumption corresponds to

the scatterplot of the data being adequately fit by a straight line. However, there are

many scatterplots that arise in practice that are not adequately fit by straight lines and

other parametric curves. This has led to the proposal and analysis of several nonparametric

regression techniques (sometimes called scatterplot smoothers). References include Eubank

(1988), HardIe (1990) and Wahba (1990). The same deficiencies of parametric modeling

in ordinary regression apply to generalized linear models.

In this article we investigate the generalization of local polynomial fitting with kernel

weights. We are motivated by the fact that local polynomial kernel estimators are both

intuitively and mathematically simple which allows for a deeper understanding of their

performance. Figure 1 shows how one version of the local polynomial kernel estimator

works for a simulated example. Th~ scatterplot in Figure 1a corresponds to 220 simulated

Poisson counts generated according to the mean function, shown here by the dot-dash

curve. To keep the plot less cluttered, only the average counts of replications are plotted.

A local linear kernel estimator of the mean is given by the solid curve. Figure 1b shows

how this estimate was constructed. In this figure the scatterplot points correspond to

the logarithms of the counts and the dot-dash and solid curves correspond to the log

of the mean and its estimate respectively. In this example the link function is the log

transformation. The dotted lines show how the estimate was obtained at two particular

values of x. At x = 0.2 a straight line was fitted to the log counts using a weighted version

of the Poisson log-likelihood where the weights correspond to the relative heights of the

kernel function which, in this case, is a scaled normal density function centered about
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x = 0.2 and is shown at the base of the plot.

Figure 1. (a) local linear kernel estimate of the conditional mean E(Vlx=x) where Vlx=x is Poisson. The

data are simulated and consist of 20 replications at each of 11 points. The plus signs show the average of each set

of replications. The solid curve is the estimate, the dot-dash curve is the true mean. (b) Illustration of how the

kernel smoothing is done to estimate In E(Vlx=x) at points x=0.2 and 0.7. In each case the estimate is obtained

by fitting a line to the data by maximum weighted conditional log-likelihood. The weights are with respect to the

kernel function centered about x, shown at the base of the figure for these two values of x (dotted curves). The

sold curve is the estimate, the dot-dash curve is the true log(mean).

The estimate at this point is the height of the line above x = 0.2. For estimation at the

second point, x = 0.7, the same principle is applied with the kernel function centered about

x = 0.7. This process is repeated at all points x at which an estimate is required. The

estimate of the mean function itself is obtained by applying the inverse link function, in

this case exponentiation, to the kernel smooth in Figure lb.

There have been several other proposals for extending nonparametric regression es

timators to the generalized case. Extensions of smoothing spline methodology have been

studied by Green and Yandell (1985), O'Sullivan, Yandell and Raynor (1986) and Cox

and O'Sullivan (1990). Tibshirani and Hastie (1987) baSed their generalization on the

"running lines" smoother. Staniswalis (1989) carried out a similar generalization of the

Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator (Nadaraya 1964, Watson 1964) which is equivalent to

local constant fitting with a kernel weight.

In an important further extension of the generalized linear model one only needs

to model the conditional variance of the response variable as an arbitrary but known

function of the conditional mean. This has led to the proposal of quasi-likelihood methods

(Wedderburn 1974, McCullagh and NeIder 1988, Chapter 9). Optimal properties of the

quasi-likelihood methods have received considerable attention in the literature. See, for

example, Cox (1983) and Godambe and Heyde (1987) and references therein.

The kernel smoothing ideas described above can be easily extended to the case where a

quasi-likelihood function is used, so we present our results at this level of generality. If the

distribution of the responses is from an exponential family then quasi-likelihood estimation

with a correctly specified variance function is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation.

Thus, results for exponential family models follow directly from those for quasi-likelihood

estimation. Sevirini and Staniswalis (1992) considered quasi-likelihood estimation using

locally constant fits.

In the case of normal errors, quasi-likelihood and least squares techniques coincide.
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Thus, the results presented here are a generalization of those for the local least squares ker

nel estimator for ordinary regression considered by Fan (1992a,b) and Ruppert and Wand

(1992). In the ordinary regression context these authors showed that local polynomial ker

nel regression has several attractive mathematical properties. This is particularly the case

when the polynomial is of odd degree since the asymptotic bias near the boundary of the

support of the covariates can be shown to be of the same order of magnitude as that of the

interior. Since, in applications, the boundary region will often include 20% or more of the

data, this is a very appealing feature. This is not the case for the Nadaraya-Watson kernel

estimator since it corresponds to degree zero fitting. In addition, the asymptotic bias of

odd degree polynomial fits at a point x depends on x only through a higher order derivative

of the regression function itself, which allows for simple interpretation and expressions for

the asymptotically optimal bandwidth. We are able to show that these properties carry

over to generalized linear models.

When fitting local polynomials an important choice that has to be made is the degree

of the polynomial. Boundary bias considerations indicate that one should, at the least,

fit local lines. However, for estimation of regions of high curvature of the true function,

such as at peaks and valleys, local line estimators can have a substantial amount of bias.

This problem can be alleviated by fitting higher degree polynomials such as quadratics

and cubics, although there are costs in terms of increased variance and computational

complexity that need to be considered. Nevertheless, in many examples that we have tried

we have noticed that gains can often be made using higher degree fits, and this is our main

motivation for extending beyond linear fits.

In Section 2 we present some notation for the generalized linear model and quasi

likelihood functions. Section 3 deals with the locally weighted maximum quasi-likelihood

approach to local polynomial fitting. We discuss the problem of choosing the bandwidth

in Section 4. A real data example is presented in Section 5 and a summary of our findings

and further discussion is given in Section 6.

2. GENERALIZED LINEAR MODELS AND QUASI-LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIONS

In our definition of generalized linear models and quasi-likelihood functions we will

follow the notation of McCullagh and NeIder (1988). Let (Xl, YI ), ... , (X n , Yn ) be a set of

independent random pairs where, for each i, Yi is a scalar response variable and Xi is an

JRd-valued vector of covariates having density f with support supp(J) ~ JRd, Let (X, Y)

denote a generic member of the sample. Then we will say that the conditional density of
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Y given X = x belongs to a one-parameter exponenial family if

fYlx(ylx) = exp{y8(x) - b(8(x)) + c(y)}

for known functions band c. The function 8 is usually called the canonical or natural

parameter. In parametric generalized linear models it is usual to model a transformation

of the regression function j..t(x) = E(YIX = x) as linear in x, that is,

d

7J(x) = 130 +L 131i X i where 7J(x) = g(j..t(x))
i=l

and 9 is the link function. If 9 = (b') -1 then 9 is called the canonical link since b'(8(x)) =
j..t(x). A further noteworthy result for the one-parameter exponential family is var(YIX =

x) = b"(8(x)).

A simple example of this set-up arises when the Yi are binary variables, in which case

it is easily shown that

jYlx(ylx) = exp {y In(j..t(x)/(l - j..t(x))) + In(l - j..t(x))}

The canonical parameter in this case is 8(x) = logit(j..t(x)) and the logit function is the

canonical link. However, one can assume that 7J(x) = g(j..t(x)) is linear where 9 is any

increasing function on (0,1). Common examples include g(u) = ep-l(u), where ~ is the

standard normal distribution function, and g(u) = In{- In(1-u) }. These are often referred

to as the pro bit link and the complementary log-log link respectively.

The conditional density jYIX can be written in terms of 7J as

jYlx(ylx) = exp[y(g 0 b')-l(7J(X)) - b{(g 0 b')-l(7J(X))} + c(y)]

where 0 denotes function composition.

There are many practical circumstances where even though the full likelihood is un

known, one can specify the relationship between the mean and variance. In this situa

tion, estimation of the mean can be achieved by replacing the conditional log-likelihood

In jYlx(ylx) by a quasi-likelihood function Q(j..t(x), y). If the conditional variance is mod

eled as var(YIX = x) = V(j..t(x)) for some known positive function V then the correspond

ing quasi-likelihood function Q(w, y) satisfies

a y-w
aw Q(w,y) = V(w)
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(Wedderburn 1974, McCullagh and NeIder 1988, Chapter 9). The quasi-score (2.1) pos

sesses properties similar to those of the usual likelihood score function. That is, it satisfies

the first two moment conditions of Bartlett's identities. Quasi-likelihood methods behave

analogously to the usual likelihood methods and thus are reasonable substitutes when the

likelihood function is not available. Note the log-likelihood of the one-parameter exponen

tial family is a special case of a quasi-likelihood function with V = b" 0 (b')-1.

3. LOCALLY WEIGHTED MAXIMUM QUASI-LIKELIHOOD

3.1 Single Covariate Case

Because of its generality we will present our results in the quasi-likelihood context.

Results for the exponential family and generalized linear models follow as a special case.

We will introduce the idea of local polynomial fitting for the case where d = 1. Multivariate

extensions will be discussed in Section 3.2.

As we mentioned in the preceding section, the typical parametric approach to esti

mating J1.( x) is to assume that TJ( x) = g(J1.( x)) is a linear function of x, TJ( x) = /30 + /31 x say.

An obvious extension of this idea is to suppose that TJ(x) = /30 + + /3pxP, that is, TJ(x) is

a pth degree polynomial in x. One would then estimate fJ = (/30, ,/3p )T by maximizing

the quasi-likelihood
n

L Q(g-1(/30 + ... + /3p X f), Yi).
i=1

(3.1)

To enhance the flexibility of the fitted curve, the number of parameters (p + 1) is typ

ically large. However, this means that the estimated coefficients are subject to large vari

ability. Also there is a greater threat of numerical instability caused by an ill-conditioned

design matrix. A more appealing approach is to estimate TJ( x) by locally fitting a low

degree polynomial at x, (e.g. p = 1 or 3). This involves centering the data about x and

weighting the quasi-likelihood in such a way that it places more emphasis on those ob

servations closest to x. The estimate of TJ( x) is then the height of the local polynomial

fit.

There are many possible strategies for weighting the conditional quasi-likelihood, see

Hastie and Tibshirani (1990, Chapter 2) for several of these. Because of their mathematical

simplicity we will use kernel weights. Let K be a symmetric probability density having

compact support and let Kh(Z) = K(zjh)jh be a rescaling of K. The parameter h > 0

is usually called the bandwidth or window width and in the mathematical analysis will be

taken to be a sequence that depends on n. Each observation in the quasi-likelihood is

given the weight Kh(Xi - x). The local polynomial kernel estimator of TJ(x) is then given
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by

r,(XiP, h) = ~o

A A A T
where fJ = (130, ... , 13p ) maximizes

n

L Q(g-l(13o + ... + 13p (Xi - x)P), Yi)Kh(Xi - x).
i=l

(3.2)

We will assume that the maximizer exists. This can be easily verified for standard choices

of Q. The conditional mean J.l(x) can then be estimated by applying the inverse of the link

function to give

jJ,(XiP,h) = g-l(r,(XiP, h)).

Note that in the case P = 0, the estimator for f-L( x) is simply a weighted average:

(3.3).

Although this estimator is intuitive, it nevertheless suffers serious drawbacks such as large

biases and low efficiency (Fan 1992b).

Figure 1 and its accompanying discussion in Section 1 show how simple r,(' i P, h) and

jJ,('jP, h) are to understand intuitively. Notice that the bandwidth h governs the amount

of smoothing being performed. For h tending to zero the estimated function will tend to

interpolate the data and its variance will increase. On the other hand, for increasing h

the estimate of TJ will tend towards the pth degree polynomial fit corresponding to (3.1)

which, in general, corresponds to an increase in bias. This latter property is very appealing

since it means that the proposed estimators can be viewed as extensions of the traditional

parametric approach.

Local polynomial fitting also provides consistent estimates of higher order derivatives

of TJ through the coefficients of the higher order terms in the polynomial fit. Thus, for

o :::; r :::; P we can define the estimator of TJ(r) (x) to be

We will now investigate the asymptotic properties of r,r( Xi P, h) and jJ,( Xi P, h). These

are different for x lying in the interior of supp(f) than for x lying near the boundary.

Suppose that K is supported on [-1,1]. Then the support of Kh(X - .) is £x,h = {z :

Iz - xl :::; h}. We will call x an interior point of supp(f) if £x,h ~ supp(f). Otherwise

x will be called a boundary point. If supp(1) = [a, b] then x is a boundary point if and
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only if x = a + ah or x = b - ah for some 0 ~ a < 1. Finally, let Vx,h = {z : x - hz E

supp(fn n [-1,1]. Then x is an interior point if and only if Vx,h = [-1,1].
For any measurable set A E IR define vi(A) = JA ziK(z) dz. Let Np(A) be the

(p+ 1) x (p+ 1) matrix having (i,j) entry equal to Vi+i-2(A) and Mr,p(z; A) be the same

as Np(A), but with the (r + l)st column replaced by (1, z, ... , zp)T. Then for INp(A)/1- 0

define

Kr,p(z; A) = r!{IMr,p(z; A)I/INp(A)I}K(z). (3.4)

In the case where A 2 [-1,1] we will suppress the A and simply write Vi, Ti, N p, Mr,p and

K r,p . One can show that (-1YK r,p is an order (r, s) kernel as defined by Gasser, Miiller

and Mammitzsch (1985), where s = p+1 if p - r is odd and s = p+ 2 if p - r is even. This

family of kernels is useful for giving concise expressions for the asymptotic distribution of

T]r(x;p, h) for x lying both in the interior of supp(J) and near its boundaries. Also, let

Note that when the model belongs to a one-parameter exponential family and the canonical

link is used then g'(j1.(x)) = l/var(YIX = x) and p(x) = var(YIX = x), if the variance V

is correctly specified. The asymptotic variance of T]r( x; p, h) will depend on quantities of

the form

O';,p(x; K, A) = var(YIX = x)g'(j1.(x)? f(x)-l i Kr,p(z; A? dz.

Again, this will be abbreviated to O';,p(x; K) when A 2 [-1,1]. The following theorems

are proved in the Appendix.

Theorem la. Let p - r > 0 be odd and suppose that Conditions (1)-(5) stated in the

Appendix are satisfied. Assume that h = hn ~ 0 and nh3 ~ 00 as n ~ 00. If x is a fixed

point in the interior of supp(J) then

Jnh2r+1 (J" (x· K)-lr,p , (3.5)

If x = X n is of the form x = xa+ch where xa is a point on the boundary of supp(J) and c E

[-1,1] then (3.5) holds with (J";,p(x; K) and Jzp+l Kr,p(z) dz replaced by (J";,p(x; K, Vx,h)

and J1J""h zp+l Kr,p(z) dz respectively.
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Theorem lb. Let p > °and p - r ~ °be even and suppose that Conditions (1)-(5)

stated in the Appendix are satisfied. Assume that h = hn -+ °and nh3
-+ 00 as n -+ 00.

If x a fixed point in the interior of supp(f) then,

( [{J }{71(P+2)(x)}
Jnh2r+1ur,p(x;K)-1 ryr(x;p,h) -71(r)(x) - zP+2Kr,p(z)dz (p+2)!

+ {J zp+2K (z) dz - r Jzp+l K (z) dZ} {71(P+l)(x )(Pf)'(X)}] hP- r+2{1 + O(h)})r,p .. r-l,p (pf)(x)(p + 1)!

-+D N(O,l).

If x = Xn is of the form x = xa + ch where xa is a point on the boundary of supp(f) for

some c E [-1,1] then

Jnh2r+1u (x' K D h)-l (3.6)r,p , , x,

x [Ij,(x;p, h)-~(d(X)_{h... zp+1 K"p(z) dz } {~(~:)g) }hP-'H{l+O(h))] --->0 N(O,l).

The asymptotic distribution of ry(x; 0, h) admits a slightly more complicated form then

for the for p > °cases given by Theorems 1a and lb. However, observe that ry(x; 0, h) =

g(jL(x; 0, h)) where jL(x; 0, h) has the explicit weighted average expression given by (3.3).

Therefore, standard results for the conditional mean squared error of jL(x; 0, h) (see e.g.

Ruppert and Wand 1992) lead to:

Theorem le. Let p = °and suppose that Conditions (1)-(5) stated in the Appendix

are satisfied. Assume that h = hn -+ °and nh -+ 00 as n -+ 00. If x is a fixed point in

the interior of supp(f) then

E{ry(x; 0, h) -71(x)IX1, ... ,Xn }

= {J Z2 K(Z)dZ} {t71"(x) + 71'(x)J'(x)/ f(x)}g'(Jl(x))h 2{1 + op(l)}

and var{ry(x;0,h)IX1, ... ,Xn } = u~o(x;K)n-lh-l{l + op(l)}. If x = Xn is of the form,
x = xa + ch where xa is a point on the boundary of supp(J) for some c E [-1,1] then

E{Ij(x; 0, h) - ~(x)IXl, ... ,X.) = {h... zK(z) dz } ~'(x)h{l +op(l))

and var{ ry(x; 0, h)IX1, .. . ,Xn } = u~,o(x; K, Dx,h)n-1h- 1{1 + op(l)}.

Remark 1. While Theorem 1 describes the asymptotic behavior of ryr( x; p, h) for

general r it is the case r = 0, which corresponds to the estimation of 71 itself, that is
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of primary interest. The expressions involving Jzi+1 Kr,p(z) dz and (1;,p(x; K) can be

interpreted as the asymptotic bias and asymptotic variance of ~(x; p, h) respectively. Notice

that for odd p the asymptotic bias is of the same order of magnitude near the boundary

as in the interior. This is a mathematical quantification of boundary bias not being a

serious problem for odd degree polynomial fits. The asymptotic bias and variance can

be combined to give the asymptotic mean squared error (AMSE) of ~(x;p,h) for interior

points as

for p odd and

AMSE{~(x.p h)} = {JzP+2 K (Z)dz}2 {(P!)'(X)77(P+I)(X) + 77(P+2)(X)}2 h2p+4
1 , a,p (pf)(x)(p+1)! (p+2)!

+ (12 (x· K)n- I h- I
a,p 1

for p even and non-zero. Note that the bandwidth that minimizes AMSE{~(x; p, h)} IS

of order n-I/(2p+3) for p odd and of order n-I/(2P+5) for p even. For a given sequence

of bandwidths, the asymptotic variance is always O(n -I h-I), while the order of the bias

tends to decrease as the degree of the polynomial increases. For instance, a linear fit gives

bias of order h2, a quadratic fit gives bias of order h4, and a cubic gives bias of order h4.

Therefore, there is a significant reduction in bias for quadratic or cubic fits compared to

linear fits, particularly when estimating 77 at peaks and valleys, where typically 77"(x) =1= o.
However, it should also be realized that if globally optimal bandwidths are used then it

is possible for local linear fits to outperform higher degree fits, even at peaks and valleys.

This point is made visually by Marron (1992) in a closely related context.

With even degree polynomial fits, the boundary bias dominates the interior bias and

boundary kernels would be required to make their asymptotic orders the same. This is

not the case for odd degree polynomial fits. Furthermore, the expression for the interior

bias for even degree fits is complicated, involving three derivatives of 77 instead of just one.

Therefore, we do not recommend using even degree fitting. For further discussion on this

matter see Fan and Gijbels (1992).

Remark 2. Staniswalis (1989) and Sevirini and Staniswalis (1992) have considered

the case for the local constant fit (p=O) by using the explicit formula (3.3). However,

significant gains can be made by using local linear or higher order fits, especially near the

boundaries.
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Remark 9. In the Appendix we actually derive the asymptotic joint distribution of

the fir( x; p, h) for all r ::; p. In addition, we are able to give expressions for the second

order bias terms in (3.5) and (3.6).

Since {1.r(x;p, h) = g-l(fi(x;p, h)) it is straightforward to derive:

Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 the error [J.(x; p, h) - J1( x) has the same

asymptotic behavior as fio(x;p, h) - "l(x) given in Theorem 1 with r = 0 except that the

asymptotic bias is divided by gt(J1( X)) and the asymptotic variance is divided by gt (J1(x)? .
In addition to the conditions of Theorem 1, we require that nh4p+5 -+ 0 for Theorems 1a

and 1b, that nh3 -+ 00 for the first statement of Theorem 1c, and that nh2 -+ 00 for the

second statement of Theorem 1c.

Remark 4- The additional conditions on nand h in Theorem 2 hold when the rate of

convergence of h is chosen optimally. Notice that the interior variance is asymptotic to

n-lh-lvar(YIX = x)f(x)-l JKo,p(z? dz.

The dependence of the asymptotic variance of [J.(x;p, h) on var(YIX = x)f(X)-l reflects

the intuitive notion of there being more variation in the estimate of the conditional mean

for higher values of the conditional variance and regions of lower density of the covariate.

Example 1. Consider the case of a binary response variable with Bernoulli conditional

likelihood. In this case Q( w, y) = yin w + (1 - y) In(l - w) = ylogit(w) + In(l - w)

and the canonical link is g(u) = logit(u). For the canonical link with properly specified

variance we have p(x) = var(YIX = x) = J1(x){l - J1(x)} and O';,p(XiK,A) = [J1(x){l 

J1(x)}f(X)]-l fA Kr,p(z;A? dz.

If the probit link g(u) = <f)-leu) is used instead then we obtain p(x) = [J1(x){l 

J1(x )}]-l </>( <f)-I (J1(x ))? and O';,p(x; K, A) = J1(x ){l-J1(x )}</>( <f)-I (J1(x )))-2 fA Kr,p(zj A? dz

where </> is the standard normal density function.

Example 2. Consider the case of non-negative integer response with Poisson con

ditional likelihood. In this case Q(w, y) = yin w - wand the canonical link is g(u) =

In(u). For the canonical link with properly specified variance we have p(x) = J1(x) and

O';,p(x; K, A) = {J1(x )f(x)} -1 fA Kr,p(z; A)2 dz.

If instead the conditional variance is modeled as being proportional to the square of the

conditional mean, that is V (J1(x)) = ,2J1(x)2 where ,2 is the coefficient of variation, then

we have Q(w, y) = (-y / w - In w )/,2. If the logarithmic link is used then we have p(x) =
1/,2 and O';,p(x; K, A) =,2 f(X)-l fA Kr,p(Zj A? dz, provided V(J1(x)) = var(YIX = x).

3.2 Multiple Covariate Case
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The extension of the local kernel estimator to the case of multiple covariates is straight

forward for the important case of local linear fitting. The treatment of higher degree

polynomial fits in the multivariate case requires careful notation to keep the expressions

simple. Higher degree polynomial fits for multiple covariates can also be very computa

tionally daunting, so we will concentrate on the local linear case in this section. For a

flavor of asymptotic analyses of multivariate higher order polynomial fits see Ruppert and

Wand (1992) where multivariate quadratic and cubic fits are considered for the ordinary

local least squares regression estimator.

A problem that must be faced when confronted with multiple covariates is the well

known "curse of dimensionality" - the fact that the performance of nonparametric smooth

ing techniques deteriorate as the dimensionality increases. One way of overcoming this

problem is to assume that the model is additive in the sense that

where each TJi is a univariate function corresponding to the ith coordinate direction. This

is the generalized additive model as described by Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) and it is

recommended that each TJi be estimated by an appropriate scatterplot smoother. There

are, however, many situations where the additivity assumption is not valid, in which case

multivariate smoothing of the type presented in this section is appropriate.

Throughout this section we will take K to be a d-variate kernel with the properties

that JK(z) dz = 1, JzzTK(z) dz = v2I where V2 = JIRd Z[ K(z) dz is non-zero and inde

pendent of i. In the multivariate case we define KH(z) = IHI-1/ 2 K(H-l/2 Z ) where H is a

positive definite matrix of bandwidths. The d-variate local linear kernel estimator of TJ(x)

is ~(x; H) = ~o where

[ ~o] = argmax(,Bo,pt)T t Q(g-I(13o + pi(X i - x)), Yi)KH(X i - x).
1 1=1

The corresponding estimator for J1.(x) is P,(x; H) = g-I(~(X; H)).

Before giving the asymptotic distributions of these estimators we need to extend some

definitions to the multivariate setting. A point x E IRd will be called an interior point of

supp(f) if and only if {z : H-1/ 2 (X - z) E supp(K)} ~ supp(f). The Hessian matrix of a

TJ at a point x will be denoted by 1-l11 (x).

Theorem 3. Suppose that Conditions (1) and (3) in the Appendix are satisfied and f
and all entries of 1-l11 are continuous at x. Also suppose the n-1 IHI-3 / 2 and all entries of

H tend to zero in such a way that H remains positive definite and the ratio of the largest
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to smallest eigenvalues of H remain bounded. If x is an interior point of supp(J) then

JnIHP/2{ var(YIX = x)g'(Jl(x))2 f(X)-1 JK(z)2 dZ} -1/2

x [r](x; H) -1](x) - !1I2tr{H'H'1(x)}{1 + o(l)}] ~D N(O, 1).

Theorem 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3 and g-1 being differentiable, if x

is an interior point of supp(f) then the error [J,(x; H) - Jl(x) has the same asymptotic

normal distribution as r](x; H) - 1](x) given in Theorem 3 except that the bias is divided

by g'(Jl(x)) and the variance is divided by g'(Jl(X))2.

4. BANDWIDTH SELECTION

As is the case for all nonparametric curve estimators the smoothing parameter, in

this case the bandwidth, plays a very important role in the trade-off between reducing bias

and variance. Often the user will be able to choose the bandwidth satisfactorily by eye.

However it is also desirable to have a reliable data-driven rule for selecting the value of h.

In simpler curve estimation settings such as kernel density estimation there has been

considerable recent progress in the objective choice of the bandwidth. See Park and Marron

(1990) for a discussion and comparison of several of these developments.

A straightforward bandwidth selection idea is that of cross-validation. The extension

of this idea to the generalized linear model setting is trivial. However, cross-validation

performs poorly in simpler settings, exhibiting a large amount of sample variation, and

this behavior carries over to this setting. Therefore, we do not view cross-validation as a

sensible bandwidth selection rule for practice.

An alternative bandwidth selection idea that makes use of the results derived in Sec

tions 2 and 3 is that based on "plugging-in" estimates of unknown quantities to a formula

for the asymptotically optimal bandwidth. This has been shown to be more stable in

both theoretical and practical performance (see e.g. Park and Marron 1990, Sheather and

Jones 1991). Indeed, Fan and Marron (1992) show that, in the density estimation case,

the plug-in selector is an asymptotically efficient method from a semiparametric point of

view. For odd degree polynomial fits the simplicity of the bias and variance expressions

indicates that it would be reasonably straightforward to extend the plug-in ideas used in

kernel density estimation to estimation of 1] and hence Jl. In the following suppose that p

12



is odd. A convenient approximate error criterion for r,('j p, h) is

AMISE{~(.;p, h)) =h2PH {j Zp+1 Ko,p(z) dZ} 2 J{~(~:)i~)}
2

j(x)w(x)dx

+n-1h-1J0'5,p(x;K)j(x)w(x)dx.

We will call this the asymptotic mean integrated squared error since it is obtained from

the above AMSE expression by integrating over supp(f). The design density j and weight

function w are included for stability purposes. With respect to this criterion the optimal

bandwidth is

[ n]
1/(2p+3)

{(p + 1)!}2 J0'5 p(x, K)j(x)w(x) dx
hAMISE = ' 2

(2p + 2) {J zp+l Ko,p(z) dZ} {J TJ(p+l)(x)2 j(x )w(x) dX}
(4.1)

A plug-in bandwidth selection rule that replaces the unknown quantities by other

local polynomial kernel estimators would be a worthwhile future project. However, it is

also possible to use (4.1) to motivate "rough-and-ready" bandwidth selectors as well. For

example, one could define hq to be the bandwidth that is obtained by replacing TJ in (4.1)

by a qth degree polynomial parametric fit, where q ~ p+ 1. While such a selector would not

have any asymptotic optimality properties, it should return a bandwidth that is reasonable

for a wide range of functions that arise in practice.

5. APPLICATION TO BURNS DATA

We applied the local linear estimate to a data set consisting of dispositions of burns

victims and several covariates. The data were collected at the University of Southern

California General Hospital Burn Center. The binary response variable Y is 1 for those

victims who survive their burns and zero otherwise. As a predictor we used

x = In(area of third degree burn + 1).

Since children have significantly smaller body areas only the 435 adults (older than 17

years) who suffered third degree burns were considered in our study.

We applied the local linear kernel estimator with the Bernoulli likelihood and logit link

function to these data. The kernel was the standard normal density. The maximization

was performed using Newton-Raphson iteration. We used the data-driven bandwidth

h2 = 1.242 as defined in the previous section. Figure 2 shows (a) the kernel estimate of

TJ(x) = logit{P(Y = 11X = x)} and (b) /-L(x) = P(Y = 11X = x), the survival probability
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for a given third degree burn area (measured in square centimeters). The plus signs

represent the data.

Figure 2. (a) local linear kernel estimate of logit p(Y=llx=x) for the burns data as described in the text.

The number of observations is n=435 and the bandwidth is 11,2=1.24. (b) Estimate of p(Y=llx=x) obtained

from the estimate in (a) by application of the inverse logit transformation. The plus signs indicate the observed

data.

As expected, the survival probability decreases although Figure 2(a) suggests that this

decrease is slightly non-linear in the logit space.

6. DISCUSSION

We have shown that, in addition to their simplicity, the class of polynomial kernel

estimators have many attractive mathematical properties. This is especially the case for

low odd degree polynomial fits such as lines and cubics. While we have shown the ap

plicability of these estimators through a real data example, there is still room for further

study of their practical implementation and performance. Two important questions that

need to be addressed are the fast computation of the estimator and automatic selection

of the bandwidth. The solution to the first of these problems could involve a version of

the method of scoring for the minimization of (3.2) and application of discretization ideas

for computation of the kernel-type estimators required for each iteration (e.g. HardIe and

Scott, 1992). Bandwidth selection rules of the type considered by Park and Marron (1990)

and Sheather and Jones (1991) could also be developed. The theory for estimating higher

order derivatives of TJ derived in this article would be important for this problem. Each of

these would be fruitful topics for future research.

APPENDIX: PROOFS OF THEOREMS

Since iJ is calculated using Xi near x, we would expect that

Therefore, one would expect that r!/3r -+ TJ(r)(x). We thus study the asymptotics of

1/ =(nh)1/2

/30 - TJ(x)
h{/31 - TJ'(x)}

hP {p!/3p - TJ(p)(x)}
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so that each component has the same rate of convergence. Let Qp(A) and T p(A) be the

(p + 1) x (p + 1) matrices having (i,j)th entry equal to vi+i-l(A) and fA zi+i-2K(z? dz

respectively. Also define

D = diag(l, 1/1!,· .. ,1/p!), :Ex(A) = p(x)j(x)DNp(A)D,

Ax(A) = (pf)'(x)DQp(A)D,

and

j(x)var(YIX = x)
rx(A) = {V(Jl(x))g'(Jl(x))P DTp(A)D,

7](p+l)(x) 1 1
al,i(A) = (p + I)! A zp+ Ki-l,p(Z; A) dz,

7](P+2)(X) 1 2
a2,i = (p + 2)! A zp+ Ki-1,p(Z; A) dz

7]P+l(X) (pj)'(x) {1 p+2
+ (p + I)! (pf)(x) A z Ki-1,p(Z; A) dz

- (i - 1)1zp+l K i- 2,p(Zj A) dz - ~1zp+l Ki-l,p(Zj A) dz1zp+l Kp,p(zj A) dZ}.
A p. A A

Let bx(A) be the (p + 1) x 1 vector having ith entry equal to

Lastly, let qi(X,y) = (8i/8x i )Q(g-1(X),y). Note that that qi is linear in y for fixed x and

that

(A.l)

Conditions.

(1) The function q2(X, y) < 0 for x E IR and y in the range of the response variable.

(2) The functions j', 7](p+2), var(Y!X = .), V" and g'" are continuous.

(3) For each x E supp(f), p(x), var(Y!X = x), and g'(Jl(x)) are non-zero.

(4) The kernel K is a symmetric probability density with support [-1,1].

(5) For each point x & on the boundary of sUPP(f) there exists an interval C having nonnull

interior such that infxEc j(x) > o.

Note that Condition (2) implies that ql, q2, q3, p', and Jl' are continuous, and that

Conditions (1) and (3) imply that p is strictly positive over supp(f).

Theorems 1a and Ib are simple consequences of the following Main Theorem.
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Main Theorem. Suppose that the above conditions hold and that h - hn -+ 0,

nh3 -+ 00 as n -+ 00. If x is an interior point of supp(J) and p > 0 then

If x = X n is of the form x = xa + hc where C E [-1,1] is fixed and xa is a fixed point on

the boundary of supp(J) then

The proof of the main theorem follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2 below. The

following lemma outlines the key idea of our proof.

Quadratic Approximation Lemma. Let {cn(tJ): 8 E e} be a sequence of random

concave functions defined on a convex open subset e of IRk. Let F and G be non

random matrices, with F positive definite and Una sequence of random vectors that is

stochastically bounded. Lastly, let an be a ~equence of constants tending to zero. Write

cn(8) = U;;8 - t8T(F + a nG)8 + In(8). If, for each 8 E e, In(8) = op(l), then

A -1
8n = F Un + op(l),

where 9n (assumed to exist) maximizes Cn' If, in addition, 1'(8) = op(an ) and 1~(8) =

op(an) uniformly in 8 in a neighborhood of 8, then

Proof The first statement follows from the Convexity Lemma (Pollard 1991). Denote

80 = F- 1 Un' Let c~(8) and c~(8) be respectively the gradient and the Hessian matrix of

cn ( 8). Taylor's expansion leads to

so that

8n - 80 = - {c~(80)} -lc~(80){1 + op(l)}

=(F + a nG)-1 {Un - (F + a nG)80 + op(an)}{1 + op(l)}

= - an(F + a nG)-IG80 + op(an)

= - a nF- 1GF- I U n +op(an)
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The conclusion follows from the last display.

In the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 we will suppress the region of integration A. If x is

in the interior of supp(J) then A can be taken to be [-1,1]. If x = X n is a boundary point

then A = 1)x,h' For example, for x an interior point, J Kr,p(z)2 dz will be shorthand for

J~l K r,p(z)2 dz while for x a boundary point it will be shorthand for Iv", h Kr,p(z; 1)x,h)2 dz.

Lemma 1. Let ij(x, u) = 7](x) + 7]'(x)(u - x) + ... + 7](p)(x)(u.- x)P /p!,

n

and W n = (nh)-1/2 LY;'
i=l

Then, under the above conditions,

Proof. Recall that jJ maximizes (3.2). Let

and Zi = [
1](Xi-x)/h

(Xi - x1p /(hPp!) .

Then 130 + 131 (Xi - x) + ... + f3p(Xi - x)P = ij(x, Xi) + anfJ*TZi where an = (nh)-1/2.

If jJ maximizes (3.2), jJ* maximizes L:~=1 Q(g-l(ij(X, Xi) + anfJ*TZi), Yi)K{(Xi - x)/h}
A*

as a function of fJ*. To study the asymptotic properties of fJ we use the Quadratic

Approximation Lemma applied to the maximization of the normalized function

n

en(f3*) = L {Q(g-l (ij( x, Xi) + anfJ*TZi ), Yi) - Q(g-l (i]( x, Xi )), Yi) }K {(Xi - x)/h}.
i=l

A*
Then fJ maximizes en. We remark that Condition (1) implies that en is concave in fJ*.

Using a Taylor series expansion of Q(g-l(.), Yi)

n

fn(fJ*) =an L q1(i](X, Xi), Yi)f3*TZiK {(Xi - x)/h}
i=l

2 n

+ a2n Lq2(ij(X,Xi),Yi)(,B*TZi ?K{(Xi -x)/h} (A.2)
i=l

3 n

+ a6n Lq3(7]i,Yi)(f3*TZi)3K{(Xi - x)/h},
i=l
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where TJi is between i1(x, Xi) and i1(x,Xi ) + anfJ*TZi .

Let An = a~~~lq2(i1(X,Xi),Yi)K{(Xi -X)/h}ZiZr. Then the second term in

(A.2) equals tfJ*TAnfJ*. Now (An)ij = (EAn)ij + Op[{var(An)ijP/2] and EAn =
h-IE{q2(i1(x,Xd),J.l(Xd)K{(XI - x)/h}ZIZT}. We will use a Taylor expansion of q2

about (TJ(XI ), J.l(Xd). Since supp(K) = [-1,1] we only need consider IXI - xl ~ h, and

thus

(P+I)( ) (p+2)( )
TJ-(x X ) - TJ(X ) = - TJ x (X _ X)p+1 _ TJ x (X - x)p+2 + o(hP+2). (A.3)

,I I (p + I)! I (p + 2)! I

Using the second result of (A.l), we obtain

(i -1)!(j -1)!(EAn)ij = -(pf)(x) lIi+j-2 - h(pf)'(x) lIi+j-1 + o(h).

Similar arguments show that var{(An)ij} = O{(nh)-I} and that the last term in (A.2) is

Op{(nh)-1/2}. Therefore

fn(fJ*) = WrfJ* - tfJ*T(Ex + hAx)fJ* + Op{(nh)-1/2} + op(h)

= Wr fJ* - tfJ*T(Ex + hAx)fJ* + op(h)

since nh3 -+ 00 and h -+ O. Similar arguments show that

f~(fJ*) = W n - (Ex + hAx)fJ* + op(h)

and

f~(fJ*) = -(Ex + hAx) + op(h).

The result follows directly from the Quadratic Approximation Lemma.

Lemma 2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. For W n as defined in

Lemma 1,

{E;I - hE;1 AxE;1 }E(Wn) = b x + o{(nh2p+5 )1/2},

r;I/2 cov(Wn) -+ Ip+1 and r;I/2(Wn - EWn) -+D N(O,Ip+d.

Proof We compute the mean and covariance matrix of the random vector W n by

studying Yr, as defined in Lemma 1. The mean of the ith component of yr is easily

shown to be

h J .(Eyni = (i -I)! QI(i1(x, x + hz), J.l(x + hZ))ZI-1 K(z)j(x + hz) dz.
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Now by Taylor expansion, (A.1), and (A.3)

ql(i;(X,X + hz),j.t(x + hz)) = Ql(7J(X + hz),j.t(x + hz))

+ {iJ(x, x + hz) - 7J(x + hZ)}Q2(7J(X + hz), j.t(x + hz)}

+ t{iJ(x,x + hz) -7J(x + hz)}2{Q3(7J(X),j.t(x)) + o(l)}

{
(p+l)()' (P+2)( )}

= (hz)p+l 7J x + (hz)p+2 7J x p(x + hz) + o(hP+2).
(p + I)! (p + 2)!

Thus

(EY*).=hP+27J(P+l)(X)(pf)(X)V .+hP+3(P(X)(pf)(x)v . +o(hp+3) (A.4)
1 Z (p + I)! (i _ I)! p+z (i _ I)! p+z+l

where
7J(p+2)(X) 7J(P+l)(X) (pj)'(x)

(p(x)= (p+2)! + (p+l)! (pf)(x) "

The ith component of ~;1EWn is

by Lemma 3 below. Next consider the second term in the expectation.

h(~;lAx~;lEWn)i

(P+l)( ) ( j)'( ) p+l= ( h2P+S)1/2 7J x P x (i -1)' '"'(N-1Q N-1) .. v . + O{(nh2P+7)1/2}
n (p+l)! (pf)(x) "~P P P ZJ P+J .

Using the fact that (Qphl = (Nph,l+l for 1< p + 1, it can be shown that

for i = 2, ". ",p + 1 and that
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So by Lemma 3

p+l
(i -1)!L(N;lQpN;l)ijVp+j =(i -1) JzP+IKi_2,p(z)dz

j=l

+ ;! Jzp+J Kp,p(z) dz Jzp+l Ki-l,p(Z) dz.

The statement concerning the asymptotic mean follows immediately.

By (AA), the covariance between the ith and jth component of Yi is E((Yi)i(Yi)j)

+O(h2P+4 ). By a Taylor series expansion

and one easily calculates

* hf(x)var(YIX = x) J zi+j-2 z

{cov(Y1)h,j = [V(JL(x))g'(JL(x))J2 (i -1)!(j _1)!K(z) dz + o(h).

Therefore r -;1/2 cov(Wn) --+ I p +1.

We now use the Cramer-Wold device to derive the asymptotic normality of W n' For

any unit vector u E lRP+1, if

(A.5)

then h1/2cov(Yi}-1/2(Wn - EWn) --+D N(O,Ip+d and so r-;1/2(Wn - EWn) --+D

N(O,Ip+1). To prove (A.5), we need only check Lyapounov's condition for that sequence,

which can easily be verified.

Lemma 9. For f = 0,1, ... ,

p+l1Zp+Hl Kr,p(z; A)dz = r! L {Np(A)-l }r+l,ilIP+i+l(A).
A i=l

Proof. Let Cij denote the cofactor of {Np(A)}ij. By expanding the determinant of

Mr,p(z; A) along the (r + l)st column, we see that

, p+l p+l

J p+l+l T/ ()d r. J"'" p+i+l T.~( )d , "'" Ci,r+lZ .H.r,p Z Z = INpl ~ z Ci,r+IJ\. Z Z = r.~ INpj Vp+i+l.

The lemma follows, since (N;l )ij = cij/INpl from the symmetry of N p and a standard

result concerning cofactors.
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Lemma 4. Let Kr,p(z; A) be as defined by (3.4) where K satisfies Condition (4). Then

for p ~ r, p - r even, J~I Zp+l Kr,p(z) dz = o.
Proof. Suppose that both p and r are odd. The case when both p and r are even is

handled similarly. Then by writing J~I zp+1 Kr,p(z) dz in terms of the defining determi

nants, interchanging integral and determinant signs, and interchanging rows and columns

of the determinant we can obtain a determinant of the form

I
Ml O(P+l)/2,(P-l)/21

O(P+I)/2,(p+3)/2 M 2

where Ol,k is an 1 x k matrix of zeroes. Since M I is t(p + 1) x t(p + 3), there exists a

non-zero vector x in IR(p+3)/2 such that MIX = O. Thus the above determinant is zero.

Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 follows from the Main Theorem by reading off the
~*

marginal distributions of the components of fJ . To calculate the asymptotic variance, we

calculate the (r + 1,r + 1) entry of (r!)2Np (A)-1 Tp(A)Np(A)-1 as

where Cij is the cofactor of {Np(A) } ij •

Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of this theorem can be accomplished using exactly

the same arguments as the univariate case with p = 1 and r = 0 and using multivariate

approximations analogous to those used in Ruppert and Wand (1992).
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(a) Estimate of logit(P(Y=1IX=x))
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(b) Estimate of P(Y=1IX=x)
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